2022-02-17: What’s Your Best Read/Listen of 2021/2022?
Topic and Questions courtesy of the Journal of Graduate Medical Education
The following links were shared during the chat:
 Articles
o Warnings in early narrative assessment that might predict performance in residency: signal from an
internal medicine residency program | SpringerLink
o Full article: Beyond the Medical Model: Thinking Differently about Medical Education and Medical
Education Research (tandfonline.com)
o Weighting admission scores to balance predictiveness‐diversity: The Pareto‐optimization approach Lievens - 2022 - Medical Education - Wiley Online Library
o The Ethics of Health Professions Education Research: Protect... : Academic Medicine (lww.com)
o Don’t be reviewer 2! Reflections on writing effective peer review comments | SpringerLink
o The Best Graduate Medical Education Articles From 2021—in Our (Humble) Opinions | Journal of
Graduate Medical Education (allenpress.com)
o Assessing Survey Satisficing: The Impact of Unmotivated Questionnaire Responding on Data Quality Christine Calderon Vriesema, Hunter Gehlbach, 2021 (sagepub.com)
o A carbon footprint study of the Canadian medical residency interview tour: Medical Teacher: Vol 43, No
11 (tandfonline.com)
o Warnings in early narrative assessment that might predict performance in residency: signal from an
internal medicine residency program | SpringerLink
o Payments by Industry to Residency Program Directors in the United States: A Cross-Sectional Study PubMed (nih.gov)
o Call for Emergency Action to Limit Global Temperature Increases, Restore Biodiversity, and Protect
Health | NEJM
o How to Promote Racial Equity in the Workplace (hbr.org)
o Hot Topics in MedEd: Navigating the Virtual Residency Interview Process: Behind the Screens of
Applicants and Programs (libsyn.com)
o No One Size Fits All: A Qualitative Study of Clerkship Medic... : Academic Medicine (lww.com)
o Improvisation in the Time of a Pandemic: Field Notes on Resilience | Journal of Graduate Medical
Education (allenpress.com)
o Lessons From Learners: Adapting Medical Student Education Du... : Academic Medicine (lww.com)
o Graphic Medicine in Graduate Medical Education | Journal of Graduate Medical Education
(allenpress.com)
o An innovative program using magic to provide early clinical experiences for preclinical medical students
o Why America has so few doctors
 Books
o The Great Influenza: The Story of the Deadliest Pandemic in History: Barry, John M.: 9780143036494:
Amazon.com: Books
o How Learning Happens: https://bit.ly/3gSeujt
o Project Hail Mary: A Novel: Weir, Andy: 9780593135204: Amazon.com: Books
o Handbook of Univariate and Multivariate Data Analysis with IBM SPSS | (taylorfrancis.com)
o Think Again, the latest book from Adam Grant
o Range: Why Generalists Triumph in a Specialized world (davidepstein.com)
o The Science of Evaluation: A Realist Manifesto: Pawson, Ray: 9781446252437: Amazon.com: Books
o The Conversation | Robert Livingston (robertwlivingston.com)
o Amazon.com : ruth galloway mysteries
o Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents
 Podcasts
o Podcast — the NOCTURNISTS
o Both Sides of the Stethoscope on Apple Podcasts
o KeyLIME (libsyn.com)
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NPR Podcasts & Shows : NPR
Podcast — Justin Gary (thinklikeagamedesigner.com)
Podcast – Adam Grant
Be Antiracist Podcast — IXK. (ibramxkendi.com)
Hope, Through History Podcast | The HISTORY Channel | HISTORY Channel
Making Sense Episodes | Sam Harris
Daily Stoic Podcast
Curiosity Habit — MATT WERTZ
Deceptively Disruptive (wordpress.com)
No Stupid Questions on Apple Podcasts
People I (Mostly) Admire on Apple Podcasts
Pivot on Apple Podcasts
The Happiness Lab
The Daily on Apple Podcasts
Hot Topics in MedEd: Demystifying Statistics in GME Research (libsyn.com)
On Being with Krista Tippett: Oliver Burkeman – Time Management for Mortals on Apple Podcasts

o

Persevering through a pandemic – 6 – Learnings we might take away

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 1: What’s the best PAPER published in 2021 that you read that has guided or influenced
your #meded work and why including those outside of #HPE? #MedEdChat

Alison Yarp, MD, MPH @alisonyarpmd8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Joining #MedEdChat as a former psych resident turned preventive med as of Monday!
Passions are #meded and #mentalhealth advocacy and research, and currently forming an online
community for medical trainees.

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 Do words like worry, errors, or concern raise alarm? They should per @CincyMed. They identified
potential warning words/phrases in PGY1s narrative assessments that might predict performance
in #GME. Was hit at our #FacDev J Club. In @pmeded #MedEdChat https://t.co/97t3P8CsgX

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
#mededchat T1 Sateesh Arja from Arja from Avalon University School of Medicine, Curacao #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 I appreciated this thought piece about how to
rethink #meded research https://t.co/zdGflkuNQ2 #MedEdChat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb Simpson here from chilly #MKE waiting for snow! Looking forward to getting
some recs on what to read/listen to from 2…
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@alisonyarpmd @MedEdChat Welcome and looking forward to your insights! #MedEdChat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @ndeiorio @mededdoc Gail Sullivan in (actually) warm Connecticut, staying awake
for tonight's reading/listening words of wisdom! #mededchat #jgme

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio8 hours ago
Happy to be here at #MedEdChat representing #JGME!

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T1 The math nerd in me came out when reading about using a Pareto optimization approach for
admissions processes. Came in handy for a manuscript I was writing at the
time. https://t.co/f7AD2fvWEG #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 I really enjoyed this thought piece by @olletencate, probably because I'm interested in and have
previously study research ethics in #MedEd. IMHO, it's a super important
topic! https://t.co/MdBJp68vmY #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Agree @GLBDallaghan -- investigating their three domains of purpose (professional
qualification, professional socialization, and professional subjectification) in the context to the
dynamics of educational interaction and communication - should move us forward! #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
Love to hear responses to this one

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@mededdoc @olletencate T1 @olletencate article is an important one to read. He always gives ample
food for thought and this is no exception! #MedEdChat

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio8 hours ago
OK, favorite work book I read last year: https://t.co/uUKIm1YBKm. #MedEdChat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 I nominated paper examining the carbon travel footprint of Canadian applicants to
residency. Now I think about medical & med ed carbon footprints several times daily. We can do
better! doi:10.1080/0142159X.2021.1944612 #MedEdChat #jgme
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@mededdoc @olletencate Agree as @olletencate pushes us to think about protecting the integrity of
1) science, 2) research subjects (aka human beings), 3) authorship. Great thought piece! #MedEdChat

MedEd @TelehealthBot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 I really enjoyed this thought piece by @olletencate, probably because I'm
interested in and have previously study research…

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio8 hours ago
I love coaching and this is a good intro to using coaching techniques in any work
relationship #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 Looking for editors picks of best #GME articles in 2021 not in @JournalofGME? 5 Picked as Best
of; 4 runner ups! In the humble opinions
of @DrMedEd_itor @ndeiorio @olletencate @lainieyarris @mededdoc #MedEdChat https://t.co/yXvM
wssXna

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 We've all gotten "stinging" comments from manuscript reviewers. "Don't be reviewer 2!"
plead @ChrisWatling3 @sginsburg1 @LingardLorelei Give feedback as if F2F helping a
colleague! #MedEdChat It's the @JournalofGME editors group pick for 2021. https://t.co/5DcpzxLu5B

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@ndeiorio Hey Nicole - do you have a title or reference for us? #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
And, as many know, I do love #surveys as a research method, and so I really enjoyed this article from
my colleague @HunterGehlbach and his colleague, Christine Calderon, published in
the @AERA_EdResearch https://t.co/slbRDUH01p #mededchat #MedEd https://t.co/qNKKwtl5WD

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
@MedEdChat The @DrDanSchumacher one mentioned on KeyLIME than in the JGME end of year
thing. Narrative feedback in first 6mo in those with later entrustment challenges. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @ChrisWatling3 @sginsburg1 @LingardLorelei @JournalofGME T1 Loved this
article. It's always amazing to me that with all the discussion about how to write constructive reviews,
inevitably there is always that one I raise my middle finger to! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat Was this one of 1st papers to explore impacts of #meded decisions
on #climate? #MedEdChat
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Looking for editors picks of best #GME articles in 2021 not
in @JournalofGME? 5 Picked as Best of; 4 runner ups! In th…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@mededdoc @HunterGehlbach @AERA_EdResearch Would be intrigued to know your take homes
given you are kind of a survey guru! #MedEdChat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: And, as many know, I do love #surveys as a research method, and so I really
enjoyed this article from my colleague @HunterGeh…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
Totally agree w/ this one! It's a crowd pleaser and a great article to use for a journal
club. @LaurenMaggio and I did that w/ the awesome folks @MayoFacDev, and we had a wonderful
conversation about how to do a constructive review. @erhall1 was there too! ;-) #mededchat @meded

Lonika Sood, MBBS MHPE @sood_lonika8 hours ago
Almost missed this!!!! Lonika from Spokane… hoping for warmer weather unlike my
friend @debsimpson3

#MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @ChrisWatling3 @sginsburg1 @LingardLorelei @JournalofGME Indeed - if we
could all follow their guidance: be mindful of the challenge of unpaid, often unrecognized peer review;
have a conversation with the author; and redirect negative feedback toward the paper, rather than to
the authors #MedEdChat

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio8 hours ago
T1 Here was my top paper for the #JGME best-of list: https://t.co/36oVFOpHwB Payments by Industry
to Residency Program Directors in the United States: A Cross-Sectional Study #MedEdChat

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio8 hours ago
#MedEdChat https://t.co/CYWtVpLjWc

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 I really enjoyed this thought piece by @olletencate, probably because I'm
interested in and have previously study research…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: And, as many know, I do love #surveys as a research method, and so I really
enjoyed this article from my colleague @HunterGeh…
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MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
TOPIC 2: What’s the best BOOK you read or #PODCAST that you listened to in 2021 (inside or
outside of #HPE) that guided your #meded work and why? #MedEdChat

IndieAngle by GoSquad @IndieAngles8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What’s the best BOOK you read or #PODCAST that you listened to in
2021 (inside or outside of #HPE) that guided your…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 There's some good news: "Findings indicated that despite the prevalence of satisficing, its impact
on data quality appeared more modest than anticipated." So, even tho respondents take short cuts to
conserve mental energy, the neg impacts on data may not be too bad! #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@ndeiorio I was astonished that 74% of program directors received personal payments from
industry... they are leaders and role models - troubling... #MedEdChat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat T1 absolutely the first to look at applicant travel emissions!
Perspectives in JAMA and NEJM since on medical/health contributions (huge for US) but nada on
med ed. I now see problems everywhere! #mededchat #jgme

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat8 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @DrDanSchumacher T1 Is this article you were
referencing? https://t.co/DhwHrgpxKF #MedEdChat

Shiphra Ginsburg @sginsburg18 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 We've all gotten "stinging" comments from manuscript reviewers. "Don't be
reviewer 2!" plead @ChrisWatling3 @sginsburg1…

Lonika Sood, MBBS MHPE @sood_lonika8 hours ago
This #MedEdChat is brilliant…

MedEd @TelehealthBot8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Totally agree w/ this one! It's a crowd pleaser and a great article to use for a journal
club. @LaurenMaggio and I did that w…

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 The Great Influenza: The Story of the Deadliest Pandemic in History, John M. Barry,
2005 - I read it in 2021. So much has changed, so much same. We must teach: medicine aligns w/ &
supports worst aspects of human culture YET also profession improves over time! #MedEdChat #jgme
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Alison Yarp, MD, MPH @alisonyarpmd8 hours ago
T2: I'm still at the trainee level, so anything related to the human aspect of being a physician is
important to me. Personally, @thenocturnists and @bsotstethoscope are a must for anybody
in #meded. #MedEdChat

MedEd @TelehealthBot8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What’s the best BOOK you read or #PODCAST that you listened to in
2021 (inside or outside of #HPE) that guided your…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat #Climate is starting to really get traction in #MedEd. this Sept 2021
article was published jointly & signed on by over 200 health journals - including journals in medicine,
nursing, pharmacy, nutrition calling for emergency action on
climate. #MedEdChat https://t.co/QOGpEFSjVK

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 2021 kicked off a new habit for me....scheduled reading time every morning. 2 books stand out and
complement one another are Think Again and The Conversation. Great books on how to approach
challenging conversations. https://t.co/DsAkmpcaKB #MedEdChat https://t.co/ccSyGu0jdG

Chris Watling @ChrisWatling38 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 We've all gotten "stinging" comments from manuscript reviewers. "Don't be
reviewer 2!" plead @ChrisWatling3 @sginsburg1…

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@lainieyarris @LingardLorelei @ChrisWatling3 Absolutely!! It's a winner - @GLBDallaghan convinced
me to read it and wow... now if only I could write the story to match the data!

#MedEdChat

Lonika Sood, MBBS MHPE @sood_lonika8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: #keylimepodcast because it helps me to stay uptodate
with #meded ; #waitwaitdonttellme @NPR since it provides much needed humor/
wellness #mededchat

Michael Cosimini @MichaelCosimini8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: #mededchat. I mentioned one in the last question so picking something outside
HPE. Lots of good leadership discussion, design talk in this podcast. Changes how I interact with
residents and design thoughts for educational material. https://t.co/j5EdHOsiuZ

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 Robert Livingston’s “The Conversation”. Read a # of #DEIJ related books in 2021. This remains my
go too! Provides an easy to remember framework (PRESS) for approaching this work, clear hx &
current evidence and doable/actionable strategies. #MedEdChat https://t.co/GpbS1Bir83
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 PS - if no time to read Livingston book (encourage you to read) HBR article published in 2020…
not as rich but gives you flavor. #MedEdChat https://t.co/aUG2vDnwwo #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T2 #mededchat @AdamMGrant 's "Think Again" is quite good! But then again, so is pretty much
everything Adam does... https://t.co/mgS78Ve33l https://t.co/TcXADBuf2G

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Looking for editors picks of best #GME articles in 2021 not
in @JournalofGME? 5 Picked as Best of; 4 runner ups! In th…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 I really enjoyed this thought piece by @olletencate, probably because I'm
interested in and have previously study research…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What’s the best BOOK you read or #PODCAST that you listened to in
2021 (inside or outside of #HPE) that guided your…

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T2 this is my favorite in the recent times https://t.co/fMWrbYPE8W

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @lainieyarris @LingardLorelei @ChrisWatling3 Absolutely!! It's a winner
- @GLBDallaghan convinced me to read it and wow...…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T2 #mededchat #MedEd @AdamMGrant's podcast is fantastic
too... https://t.co/5vjf1QfA0s https://t.co/yyiMkP9xfT

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: If you are tuning in to the #MedEdChat, remember to use the #MedEdChat hashtag
and try to answer with the Topic numbers (T1,…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Deb Simpson here from chilly #MKE waiting for snow! Looking forward to getting
some recs on what to read/listen to from 2…

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Tony checking in from Maryland for tonight's #MedEdChat #MedEd
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Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @KristinaDzara8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 1: What’s the best PAPER published in 2021 that you read that has guided
or influenced your #meded work and why inclu…

Max Hart @MaxHartMD8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: A look at the rise of social media (SoMe) use in Uro residency applicants (resulting
from the virtual application cycle). Would love to see data from other specialties... bet a similar trend
exists. #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat https://t.co/27k8Ba6nt8

Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio8 hours ago
T2 also for fun: not #meded, but science at least! https://t.co/iMp79D636J #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@MichaelCosimini @MedEdChat Oh that sounds good as so fund to put on different lens to examine
important questions -and #teach! #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 How Learning Happens is an incredible book....reviews about 30 seminal works in educational
psychology. Outstanding! https://t.co/Lmrt0SmJkH #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat And what stood out for you? #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 My reading time is meant to help me with my work. One book I read @debsimpson3 insists she
wants to read is The Handbook of Univariate & Multivariate
Analysis https://t.co/QMim9aA65Q #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 Podcast “Be Antiracist with Ibram X. Kendi”. Chats with an expert on a particular topic (zero-sum
myth, voting rights, unions). Approach is one of humble respect with curiosity; leave w things I can do!
Sparks conv with #learners #faculty #MedEdChat https://t.co/gtE1qtr56L

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
T2 Book: Another exceptional book that, for a generalist like me, was a thorough delight to read. If you
haven't read Range, it is well worth the read. https://t.co/BGCijFcCN9 #MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T2 #mededchat Because Grant helps the reader think about questioning our own deeply held beliefs,
which is a critical skill in our deeply divided country. For him, true knowledge is "not knowing
everything, but rather, listening as if we knew nothing at all"
#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@ndeiorio Oh - just looked and it's about a lone astronaut who must save the earth from disaster in
this “propulsive” cinematic thriller full of suspense, humor, and fascinating science! Can they help us
now? #MedEdChat https://t.co/6Icrh3SdY0

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat #mededchat T2 it was very concise, simple and easy to understand. It
was very useful for our applicants to prepare for residency interviews. We were able to implement
these ideas while counseling our graduates to understand the process of virtual residency
interviews #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@mededdoc T2 Agreed. This is the same message Robert Livingston writes about in the
Conversation. The books really do work well together. #MedEdChat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor7 hours ago
@ArjaSateesh @MedEdChat T2 Awww

#mededchat #jgme

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@mededdoc Listening is a lost skill - despite the fact that we have 2 ears and only 1 mouth. You'd
think we would listen 2x as well as we talk!! Let's start a
trend #MedEducators! #MedEdChat https://t.co/uwGlyKp9ch

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
TOPIC 3: What’s the best paper, book or #podcast published in 2022 that you are recommending to
others and why? Again can be inside or outside #HPE #MedEdChat
Max Hart @MaxHartMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: Range by @DavidEpstein - really great read... and some stories/examples that will
resonate with physicians. #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat https://t.co/wsG75Yhs22
Quentin Youmans, MD, MSc @QuentinYoumans7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: Love the work from @jbullockruns and colleagues around response to
microagressions. Learned the importance of the “pre-brief” to discover learner preferences. Came with
great guide that is really simple to
implement. #MedEdChat https://t.co/ExRC9FvLCv https://t.co/JpV6dlHiuo
Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Yup - most everything Epstein writes is a winner. Loved the sports gene - science!
Particularly around the Olympics! #MedEdChat https://t.co/LlzC38ZhwU

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
T3 This book was not published in 2022, but I read it this year. I've been obsessed with realistic
evaluation first described by Pawson & Tilley in the 90s. This was an excellent addition to what I've
already read. https://t.co/TEpF0J44Le #MedEdChat
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Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T2 #MedEdChat I'm kind of obsessed with podcasts. I listen almost every day when I walk. Some of
my faves: Making Sense, @SamHarrisOrg @dailystoic The Curiosity
Habit, @scristaM #KeyLIMEPodcast, No Stupid Questions People I (mostly) Admire Pivot The
Happiness Lab The Daily

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@QuentinYoumans @MedEdChat @jbullockruns T1 This is an excellent article. #MedEdChat

Gail Sullivan @DrMedEd_itor7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 I’m reading Ruth Galloway mysteries – very entertaining, single (w/daughter)
forensic archeologist woman, based in Norfolk UK. Why? Pure escapist entertainment – I’m
hooked! #MedEdChat #jgme

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@QuentinYoumans @MedEdChat @jbullockruns Great recommendation - and the anticipatory, prebrief to let learners know and get their agreement re: process - so vital to changing
"culture".. #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T2 Podcast > #MedEd John Meacham’s "Hope through History". As a recovering Amer Hx undergrad
he reminds us that hx does repeat itself (eg, substitute covid for polo vaccine; pretty much the same
story line). Leave with deeper understanding. #MedEdChat https://t.co/1Z6pyyYkdR

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T3 Did session in Jan on #improv & #problemSolving for MEAC (#MedEd Amin and Coordinators).
Say "yes and", add something, etc. Wish I had @drmehtaankit article on Improv in the Time of
Pandemic to share! So doing it now!! #MedEdChat https://t.co/5tf4nBZXHc https://t.co/Wdi8RQxo8l

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T3 #mededchat Hmm... 2022, I'm not sure. Aren't we <2 months in?! I feel like I'm still trying to catch
up from last year...
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 Did session in Jan on #improv & #problemSolving for MEAC (#MedEd Amin
and Coordinators). Say "yes and", add something,…
Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@mededdoc Ahh I still have books and articles from 2020 trying to catch up on! But there are some
good ones already out. #MedEducators have been busy! #mededchat

Krishna Teja Challa @challakrishnatj7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 : The best podcast I’ve been listening and my top choice for any spare time is “The
curbsiders” . The minimum commute time to any of my rotations is 30-45 minutes, I spend my morning
commute time completing a podcast of my choice.#MedEdchat
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Nicole M Deiorio, MD @ndeiorio7 hours ago
T3 https://t.co/TczLiMfOLK #MedEdChat Recommend .@GitaPensaMD's podcast for trainees to learn
about malpractice and also for anyone going through malpractice themselves

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
T3 So far best podcast listened to all the way through in 2021 was on Demystifying Statistics in GME
Research with nice qualitative and quantitative + QI approaches... its right up your
alley @GLBDallaghan @SDRME #facdev #MedEdChat https://t.co/PqnPUXhT2H

Tassle XYZ @TassleXyz_agg7 hours ago
RT @ndeiorio: T3 https://t.co/TczLiMfOLK #MedEdChat Recommend .@GitaPensaMD's podcast for
trainees to learn about malpractice and also for…

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
T3 #mededchat Our new #survey book is copyrighted in 2022, but it really came out last year... ;)

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T1 here is one of my favorite articles in
2021 #meded https://t.co/yu8xPv6lhK

Jillian Bybee, MD @LifeandPICU7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: I’ve been putting together a talk on time management strategies to
improve #wellbeing, so the @oliverburkeman discussion with @kristatippett on this ep.
of @onbeing was perfect (spoiler… no time hacks here) https://t.co/xBvjFaF9lQ #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Indeed it's right on my bed stand just waiting for a night I need help falling
asleep!!

#MedEdChat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final
thoughts #meded #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
T3 Article: A personal favorite of mine since I am a comic book artist was the piece on graphic
medicine in @JournalofGME https://t.co/GdEMGljx79 #MedEdChat

MedEd @TelehealthBot7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some
final thoughts #meded #MedEdChat
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Gary Beck Dallaghan
@GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @ShreyaTrivediMD @tony_breu @BrentThoma @mjg15 T3 It's like you were reading
my mind. :) #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @JournalofGME And the authors confirmed you don't even have to draw
well!! #MedEdChat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson37 hours ago
On behalf of all the @JournalofGME editors who joined in tonight as guest hosts giving #thanks to #MedEdChat and all of you for joining. I’ve #cuarted my reading/listening list - now
just need to find the time!! Think we should do this annually? Poll Open for 2 days.

Terry Kind, MD MPH
@Kind4Kids7 hours ago
@challakrishnatj @MedEdChat Caste by @Isabelwilkerson - which we then discussed in small groups
with medical students #mededchat

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 PM ET/NYC Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or
email #meded #MedEdChat Thanks again to the team from @JournalofGME for tonight's topic!

MedEd Chat (hosted by ACE) @MedEdChat7 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #MedEdChat transcript tomorrow morning
on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

Sateesh Arja, M.B.B.S., MHPE, MSPH @ArjaSateesh7 hours ago
@MedEdChat #mededchat T3 I liked this article from medical science educator which emphasizes the
fact that medical students should have early patient experiences including service
learning #meded https://t.co/XUITh7K7ux

Jillian Bybee, MD @LifeandPICU7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: This podcast series w/ @AndrewDavies66 on Perservering through the pandemic
informed how I self-managed and led/supported my #PedsICU team. The whole podcast is valuable
for understanding what sustains us in our careers and as
people #MedEdChat https://t.co/0rAzVW5KEl

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 So far best podcast listened to all the way through in 2021 was on
Demystifying Statistics in GME Research with nice qu…

Jillian Bybee, MD @LifeandPICU7 hours ago
RT @QuentinYoumans: @MedEdChat T1: Love the work from @jbullockruns and colleagues around
response to microagressions. Learned the importan…
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Vishesh Jain @lifeofsmilez7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T2 Book: Another exceptional book that, for a generalist like me, was a thorough
delight to read. If you haven't read R…

Justin Bullock @jbullockruns7 hours ago
RT @QuentinYoumans: @MedEdChat T1: Love the work from @jbullockruns and colleagues around
response to microagressions. Learned the importan…

Benjamin Vipler, MD, MEd @VipsMDMEd6 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 Article: A personal favorite of mine since I am a comic book artist was the
piece on graphic medicine in @JournalofGM…

Abdullah Alismail,PhD,RRT, FCCP @AAlismail_PhD6 hours ago
@jbricha1 @ATSMedEd @atsearlycareer @RaniaRightHeart @virenkaul @ECFMG_IMG @patscom
munity @ALATorax Can’t wait! #mededchat #MedTwitter #medicaleducation #academicmedicine

PMSoares @psinct5 hours ago
"Sick, aging, and buckling under two years of pandemic mayhem, America desperately needs more
physicians," @DKThomp writes. #Doctor #Physicians #medicine #mededchat https://t.co/F1DdBuT6vr

A2C Med School Admissions Advisory @A2CMedSchAdvsy5 hours ago
RT @psinct: "Sick, aging, and buckling under two years of pandemic mayhem, America desperately
needs more physicians," @DKThomp writes. #Do…

A/Prof. Michelle D. Lazarus @InsidOutAnatomy4 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 3: What’s the best paper, book or #podcast published in 2022 that you are
recommending to others and why? Again can be…

Moksh Academy @CoachingMoksh3 hours ago
Moksh provides 500+ hours of review videos of each topic and main topic for students to get in-depth
knowledge Website. https://t.co/lQXhXqqmQ5 Visit other sites too https://t.co/O2hKLKqT4O Contact
us at.
9699360370 #usmle #mrcp #usmleprep #MedEd #MedTwitter #MedEdChat https://t.co/j9vXLWWG9d

A/Prof. Michelle D. Lazarus @InsidOutAnatomy3 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: TOPIC 2: What’s the best BOOK you read or #PODCAST that you listened to in
2021 (inside or outside of #HPE) that guided your…

Med Student Bot @MedStudent_Bot3 hours ago
RT @CoachingMoksh: Moksh provides 500+ hours of review videos of each topic and main topic for
students to get in-depth knowledge We…
Aditi 11-04 @aditea1104an hour ago
The Subtle Art of not giving a fu*k is an art and not everyone is an
artist!! #MedTwitter #MedEdChat #MBBS
#MedEdChat facilitated by the Alliance for Clinical Education (Transcripts produced using Symplur.com)
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The #MedEdChat Influencers
Top 10 Influential
@MedEdChat 100

@debsimpson3 88

@mededdoc 77

@JournalofGME 74

@GLBDallaghan 58

@QuentinYoumans 58

@LingardLorelei 57

@ChrisWatling3 53

@sginsburg1 52

@DrMedEd_itor 50

Prolific Tweeters
@debsimpson3 29

@GLBDallaghan 13

@mededdoc 13

@KristinaDzara 8

@MedEdChat 7

@DrMedEd_itor 7
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@ndeiorio 7

@ArjaSateesh 5

@MichaelCosimini 4

@TelehealthBot 4

Highest Impressions
@MedEdChat 65.6K

@KristinaDzara 58.1K

@mededdoc 42.9K

@debsimpson3 29.6K

@GLBDallaghan 23.7K

@jbullockruns 18.9K

@TelehealthBot 13.5K

@MichaelCosimini 12.1K

@Kind4Kids 7.3K

@QuentinYoumans 5.8K
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The Numbers

305.493K
127
31
16
4

Impressions

Tweets

Participants

Avg Tweets/Hour

Avg Tweets/Participant

Twitter data from the #MedEdChat hashtag
5:05AM (America/New_York) – Symplur.

from Thu,

February

17th

2022,

9:05PM to Fri,
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